Design and installation of a protective mesh over
a building roof
1 International standards IEC 62305:
sphere method
Protection Level
I
II
III
IV

Sphere radius
r= 20m
r= 30m
r= 45m
r= 60m

the rolling

4

Analytical calculus

We will focus on this later: W and H are two conflicting
parameters. For a same protection: if W is augmented, H
must be augmented too.
Now let us establish the exact mathematical relationship
between W, r and H. Armed with the resulting formulae we
will be able to define a way of choosing for a given radius r
the optimal couple (W, H).
Planar section of the problem:

mesh size
W= 5m × 5m
W= 10m × 10m
W= 15m × 15m
W= 20m × 20m

2 Using our rolling sphere software to check the validity
of these standards.

mesh

The use of these standards, and the visualization of the
protection oﬀered by the rolling sphere method allowed us
to point out some obscurities concerning the installation of a
protective mesh over a building.
The problem comes from the lack of information on how
far from the roof surface the mesh must be placed (knowing
the desired mesh step) to ensure that the rolling sphere should
not touch this area any more.
The simple direct tridimensional visualization of the protection against lightning by means of conductive meshes
clearly shows the importance of three essential, non independent, geometrical parameters. As far as the rolling sphere
method is concerned: an eﬃcient protection is a result of a
wise adjustment of these three parameters and the search of
their optimum combination.
We used our software on a square sized mesh for sake of
simplicity.

rolling sphere

roof
protected
area

vulnerable
protected
area
area

The following distances are defined:

3 Three essential geometrical parameters for a good
protection
Important geometrical parameters which must be handled:
W
r
H

r

The mesh size.
The rolling sphere radius.
How far is the mesh from the
roof surface.

H

For a mesh cell, of the adjustment of these three above
parameters depends:
L
and: S

L

D

D

W
Aim of the study and constraints

The length of the vulnerable
region.
The surface of the vulnerable region: S = L2

• Find a couple (W, H) ensuring a total protection of the
roof: meaning that the sphere can no longer touch any
area of its surface. We must have S total = 0

The key point is the choice of a pertinent value for H,
knowing the values of W and r (values from the standards).

• The smaller H is the better: the protective mesh must
be the nearest possible from the roof.
• W must be the greater possible: the greater W is, the
fewer conductive cables are used.
• But the smaller H is, the smaller W must be too.
• On the other hand the greater W is, the greater H must
be.
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• To sum up: a couple (H, W) which minimizes H and
maximizes W must be found, respectfully of the obvious condition: the protection must be complete. In fact
the whole problem is no more than a mere question of
optimization under constraint.
Let determine the expression of D
Using Pythagore’s theorem, we have:
D2 = r2 − (r − H)2
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(1)

Sphere
radius
r= 20m
r= 30m
r= 45m
r= 60m

mesh size

Hmin

W= 5m × 5m
W= 10m × 10m
W= 15m × 15m
W= 20m × 20m

0.15 m
0.41 m
0.62 m
0.83 m

Visualization of the results

We study the issues raised by laying a protective mesh
on the surface of a building roof. To do so the building has
been represented by its roof only: a simple plane surface.
The protective mesh is represented by means of filiform segments distant from each other by the chosen step W.
For instance: the building is 10 meters high, its sides
length are 30 meters, the protective mesh is 10 cm away from
the roof surface. We chose the first protection level: thus the
cell dimensions are 5 meters square (and the sphere radius is
20 meters).
The following visual result is obtained:

L is given by:
Since the problem is symmetrical on the left and the right
of the vulnerable area:
L = W − 2D
�
= W − 2 r2 − (r − H)2

Final results
Protection
Level
I
II
III
IV

(2)

L must be strictly positive.

Calculating the minimal height Hmin , needed so that the
rolling sphere can no more touch the roof surface
In order to calculate Hmin , we start from the idea that the
roof surface is invulnerable when L < 0, the limit case is
obtain when L = 0.
We use this limit configuration to determine Hmin , the following equation has to be solved:
�
W − 2 r2 − (r − Hmin )2 = 0
(3)
Where Hmin is the unknown.

Raising the expression to its square leads to:
W2
= 2 r Hmin − Hmin 2
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(4)

It appears that (4) is a simple second degree equation.
Let introduce the discriminant
∆ = 4 r2 − W 2

(5)

• The surfaces and edges the rolling sphere can touch are
colored in red: these are the vulnerable areas.

The case where ∆ < 0 is purely mathematical and doesn’t
concern us since we work only with real solutions.
Thus:
1√ 2
Hmin = r −
4 r − W2
(6)
2

• On the other hand those the rolling sphere cannot access are colored in green: these are the protected regions.
• The rolling sphere is colored in blue.

The second solution is not relevant!
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The conclusion is then simple: some areas of the roof
building (namely the mesh cells centers) are still vulnerable
in spite of the protective mesh. Measures extracted from the
tridimensional results show that for a mesh cell: the remaining vulnerable area is L = 1 meter wide, so the corresponding
surface is S = 1 meter square. Since a mesh of 6 by 6 cells
is laid over the surface: the total vulnerable area that remains
on the roof is S total = 36 m2 .

Numerical application

We use a protective mesh with a characteristic step of
5 meters, the rolling sphere radius is 20 meters wide. So the
minimal distance between the mesh and the roof surface must
be of about 16 centimeters.
In section 4, we used a value for H equal to 10 centimeters, the vulnerability obtained by tridimensional visualization is coherent with these numerical values since to ensure
complete protection the mesh should have been placed at a
distance greater than 16 centimeters from the roof surface.
Last but not least, L can be calculated by means of equation (2), and we obtain as presumed L = 1 meter.
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Conclusion

In this study we have shown that direct tridimensional visualization allow us to have simple and clear ideas about the
vulnerability of the studied buildings.
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